Mean-Variance-Optimized Portfolios
Markowitz taught us to consider a portfolio as a whole. He taught us to identify risk with the variance of returns and to focus on the risk and the expected returns of the whole portfolio, not on the risk and expected returns of the individual assets within the portfolio. The optimal allocation to foreign stocks in a Markowitz framework is the allocation that takes us to the mean-variance-efficient frontier.
The location of the mean-variance-efficient frontier depends on estimates of the mean-variance parameters. The parameters consist of the expected return of each asset, the standard deviation of returns of each asset, and the correlation between the returns of each pair of assets. We do not know these parameters with precision, but imagine that we use long-term, realized parameters as estimates of expected parameters.
Consider five asset classes: large-capitalization U.S. stocks (S&P 500), small-capitalization U.S. stocks (CRSP 6-10, the index of the smallest five deciles in the CRSP universe), foreign stocks (the MSCI Europe/Australasia/Far East Index), bonds (five-year U.S. T-bonds), and cash (30-day U.S. T-bills). The mean annual returns, standard deviations, and correlations for these asset classes for the 1969-97 period are presented in Table 1 .
Note that the volatility of foreign stocks was indeed higher than the volatility of large-cap U.S. stocks. Foreign stock returns had a standard deviation of 21.94 percent, whereas large-cap U.S. stock returns had a standard deviation of only 16.53 percent. However, the realized returns of foreign stocks were also higher-14.13 percent for foreign stocks versus 13.40 percent for large-cap U.S. stocks. Note, in particular, the 0.479 correlation between foreign stocks and large-cap U.S. stocks, which is a correlation lower than, for example, the 0.818 correlation between small-cap U.S. stocks and large-cap U.S. stocks. The low correlation between foreign stocks and domestic stocks provides important diversification benefits.
What do estimated mean-variance-efficient portfolios look like? Table 2 presents the allocation of assets in five portfolios ranging from a "conservative" portfolio with a standard deviation of 5.84 percent to an "aggressive" portfolio with a standard deviation of 16.18 percent. The proportion of foreign stocks among all stocks in the conservative portfolio exceeds 43 percent. The estimated meanvariance-efficient conservative portfolio has 17 percent in large-cap U.S. stocks, zero in small-cap U.S. stocks, and 13 percent in foreign stocks. The high allocation to foreign stocks in the estimated mean-variance-efficient conservative portfolio is not unique. As Table 2 shows, the proportion of foreign stocks among all stocks never falls below 35 percent in any estimated mean-variance-efficient portfolio. 
The Global Market Portfolio

Behavioral Portfolios
Markowitz taught us to build a meanvariance-efficient portfolio as a whole-that is, by taking proper account of the correlations between assets. But most investors fail to learn this lesson. Instead, investors build behavioral portfolios as pyramids of assets, in which layers of assets are associated with particular goals and particular attitudes toward risk, and in which correlations between assets are overlooked. So, for example, some investors who insist on U.S. Treasury securities or certificates of deposit (CDs) for the "downside protection" layer of their portfolios also insist on foreign stock funds, initial public offerings (IPOs), and lottery tickets in their "upside potential" layer. The structural difference between a mean-variance-efficient portfolio and a behavioral portfolio is shown in Figure 1 . Shefrin and Statman (1997) described behavioral portfolios, and Fisher and Statman (1997) argued that the model portfolios that mutual fund companies prescribe are behavioral portfolios. Investors who construct their portfolios as layered pyramids are overlooking the correlations between assets. In particular, they are overlooking the risk-reduction benefits that foreign stocks provide to the overall portfolio. Instead, they are focusing on the risk of each asset in isolation from all other portfolio assets. For example, here is how the risk of foreign stocks is described in the brochure that accompanies the model portfolios of Fidelity Investments:
Foreign investments involve risks that are in addition to those of U.S. investments, including political and economic risks, as well as the risk of currency fluctuations. These risks may be magnified in emerging markets. Foreign stocks are not alone in the upside-potential layer. They compete for their share with the other risky assets in that layer. Indeed, foreign stocks are at a disadvantage in the competition for a share in the upside-potential layer because foreign stocks are less familiar than domestic stocks. Investors, like all people, prefer familiar bets over unfamiliar ones. Heath and Tversky (1991) reported that people who consider themselves experts on sports prefer to bet on sports and people who consider themselves experts in politics prefer to bet on politics. This preference remains strong even when both groups consider the odds in sports events to be identical to the odds in political events.
The tendency of U.S. investors to overweight U.S. stocks in their portfolios is matched by the tendency of Japanese investors to overweight Japanese stocks and the tendency of British investors to overweight British stocks. The tendency has been dubbed the "home bias." It is as if investors prefer to stay at home. Investors underweight all unfamiliar stocks, not only foreign stocks. Huberman (1997) reported that residents of New York State concentrate their telephone stock holdings in NYNEX, the local telephone company, whereas residents of California concentrate their holdings in Pacific Bell.
Estimated mean-variance-efficient portfolios call for an allocation of more than one-third of portfolio stocks to foreign stocks. And the global stock market portfolio calls for an allocation of more than one-half the stock portfolio to foreign stocks. But lack of familiarity hampers foreign stocks in the competition for portfolio allocation. Allocations to foreign stocks in model portfolios of mutual fund companies are much lower than one-half or even one-third. For example, the allocation to foreign stocks in the model portfolios prescribed by the Vanguard Group does not exceed 15 percent of all stocks. The model portfolios of Charles Schwab & Company prescribe a greater allocation to foreign stocks than the model portfolios of any other mutual fund company. Still, as Table 3 shows, even Charles Schwab prescribes a much lower allocation to foreign stocks than the allocation prescribed by mean-variance analysis.
Financial advisors who advocate global diversification in the name of mean-variance optimization must be puzzled by the demands of many investors to drop foreign stocks from their portfolios. After all, the feature that makes foreign stocks attractive in mean-variance portfolios is the low correlation of foreign stock returns with returns of other portfolio assets. Surely, the returns experienced in the last few years have demonstrated that the correlations between foreign stocks and domestic stocks are indeed low: When U.S. stocks were flying high, Japanese stocks were burrowing under ground. So, why are investors so apprehensive about global investing?
The answer, apparently, is that few U.S. investors bought foreign stocks for their mean-variance benefits. Investors nodded their heads as advisors explained the mean-variance benefits of foreign stocks, but they bought them because they thought that foreign stocks would be winners in the upside-potential layers of their behavioral portfolios. Investors thought foreign stocks would be a good upside-potential asset because they were extrapolating the high foreign stock returns of the 1980s into the future. Today, the same investors extrapolate that more recent dismal performance of
Figure 1. Structures of Mean-Variance Portfolios and Behavioral Portfolios
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Behavioral portfolios are constructed not as a whole but layer by layer, where each layer is associated with a goal and is filled with securities that correspond to that goal. Covariance between assets is overlooked.
Mean-variance portfolios are constructed as a whole, and only the expected return and the variance of the entire portfolio matter. Covariance between assets is crucial in determination of the variance of the portfolio. foreign stocks and conclude that upside-potential money belongs in Internet IPOs. Advisors respond to the complaints about foreign stocks in a number of ways. Some try more mean-variance education; they point out that foreign stocks were not always losers and are not likely to remain losers forever. Others reduce portfolio allocations to all foreign markets or to the hardest hit Asian markets. Still others try to make foreign stocks more familiar by using American Depositary Receipts in place of foreign stocks or by hedging the foreign currencies that correspond to foreign stock holdings.
Conclusion
Investors like the idea of diversification. They like the idea of getting the highest possible expected return for the risk they are willing to assume. But risk has meaning only when looking forward into the future. Risk fades away when looking at the past. When investors look at the past, they do not want diversification and they do not want a reduction in risk. They want to have been in the best performing asset class. The best performing asset class over the last few years was the class of U.S. stocks.
The last few years have been painful to investment advisors who advocated diversified global portfolios. Investment xenophobes like Lowenstein are triumphant as they bash advisors who encourage investors to venture out of the home market: Thus, the "sound" investor is defined as one who has moved a goodly chunk of his money out of the society he knows to countries with which he is unfamiliar, each according to their market weights. Indeed, not to put assets in such terra incognita is deemed to be "unsound." More than one so-called expert has recoiled with horror at the news that my own family is geographically undiversified. We have no money in the former Yugoslavia, none in the present Argentina, none in the future Republic of Antarctica, none in Zambia, Belgium, or Kazakhstan.
Lack of familiarity and recent dismal returns make foreign stocks unattractive to U.S. investors. And mean-variance arguments emphasizing the low correlations between foreign stocks and domestic ones are not likely to change either fact. Typical investors who bought foreign stocks in the 1990s did not buy them for their mean-variance benefits. They bought them for the upside-potential layer of their behavioral portfolios; they expected foreign stocks to make them rich. The bad news for those who ventured into foreign stocks in the 1990s is that the returns were dismal. The good news for advisors is that investors are now familiar with foreign stocks. Familiarity makes foreign stocks more acceptable. Therefore, all that might be needed for an increase in the foreign stock allocations in U.S. investors' portfolios is a sustained increase in the returns of foreign stocks. Some analysts have begun questioning the wisdom of putting money in foreign-stock funds. "But the strong showing of international funds in the quarter restores your faith in international investing," said Susan Dziubinski, editor of Morningstar Investor , a newsletter. "There are opportunities in other countries."
